Pam Blevins Hinkle-WORK SAMPLE 3
GAMESpot
A program of the 17th Annual Spirit & Place Festival
The festival, which runs Nov 2-11, is a project of The Polis Center at the IU School of Liberal Arts-IUPUI.

What was GAMESpot?
GAMESPOT was conceived by festival director Pam Blevins Hinkle as a creative way to remix
relationships between people and places during the 2012 festival, which celebrate the theme of PLAY.
Over 80 different sidewalk games (2x3’ decals) were installed around downtown Indianapolis and
nearby neighborhoods to (1) promote public play, (2) invite viewers/players to interact with their
environment and each other, and (3) further showcase Indianapolis as an inventive and creative city. A
google map of all locations was available and the games were available to the public for 2.5 weeks before
and during the festival.

Project Partners?
Local performing group Know No Stranger developed the games and financial partners included
Indianapolis Downtown Inc., The New Wishard / Eskenazi Health, Silver in the City, and IUPUI Office of
Diversity, Equity & Inclusion.

What kind of games?
With names like Monumental Boggle and Architectural Charades, some games were site-specific. Others
required physical feats (Tornado Tag) or mental gymnastics (Bench Bet). Some you did alone, others
required you to make new friends on the spot. All of them were fun and accessible to most ages! Sample
games on the following pages.

Impact?
The project resulted in fantastic public engagement as well as phenomenal press. Print and electronc
media featured the games numerous times … one even designed an unsolicited two-day promotion
around the games.
No project—of this type or scope—had ever been done before. We’ve received calls from several
nonprofits wanting to reinvent this model for themselves and the vendor who printed the decals is using
our project a model to create new business.
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